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The transition to a green economy and to a perfect balance between 
sustainability and competitive development is slowly involving all production 
sectors, including the construction industry.
The building sector affects the climate change: in Europe the urbanization is 
responsible for about 36% of CO2 emissions, and the construction industry 
energy consumption is 40%. 
In order to promote sustainability in the construction industry, we need to focus 
on a better comfort of living, on the construction of new intelligent buildings and 
on the reduction of energy consumption and carbon emissions. A “smart home” 
allows you to live better and with low waste.
These changes require a profound knowledge and technologies in order to 
make urban contexts, study, life and workplaces more accessible, inclusive, less 
energy-consuming, suitable for the new climatic context, making them more 
people-friendly
In Italy the “Green Construction” market is increasing very quickly: it is supposed 
to reach a value of $187.4 billion dollars by 2027 with an annual increase rate of 
8.6%, (source: US survey by Research & Markets - Environmental Leader). The 
World Green Building Council is also foreseeing that infrastructure and buildings 
will aim to halve carbon emissions by 40% by 2030, and by 100% by 2050.
Italy is consolidating a leadership position in Europe in the field of sustainable 
construction and the Italian Government is incentivizing energy efficiency 
measures in existing private and public buildings with dedicated funds and 
a program which include, among others, fiscal facilities for green renewal of 
buildings and infrastructures (estimated value of fiscal benefits: almost 18 bln 
Euro1). 

“Green building revolution” has also generated an increase in employees in the 
first nine months of 2021 equal to 94 thousand units (+7.9%). 
Over the last years, 46,537 companies in the sector (28.7% of the total) have 
made green investments to improve processes and products with a view to 
sustainability. A process that, if pursued and enhanced, could help the energy 
requalification of the national real estate assets, responsible for about 40% of 
CO2 emissions, reducing dependency on traditional fossil fuels and making the 
Italian building industry one of the most modern and competitive in the world.

For this reason we are presenting Italy at “The Big 5 2022” with the motto: 
Sustainability is Sustainab-ITALY!
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Italian Trade Agency - ITA

www.ice.itITAtradeagency

Italian Trade Agency

ITA - Italian Trade Agency

itatradeagency

ITA - Italian Trade Agency is the 
Governmental agency that supports the 
business development of our companies 
abroad and promotes the attraction of 
foreign investment in Italy. With a motivated 
and modern organization and a widespread 
network of overseas offices, ITA provides 
information, assistance, consulting, 
promotion and training to Italian small 
and medium-sized businesses. Using the 
most modern multi-channel promotion and 
communication tools, it acts to assert the 
excellence of Made in Italy in the world.

FIND YOUR ITALIAN PARTNER

ITA - Italian Trade Agency supports the 
business development of Italian companies 
abroad, increases business opportunities, 
improves the image of ‘Made in Italy’, 
promotes industrial collaboration and 
foreign investment in Italy. Find your 
Italian partner is a business directory 
with virtual showcases of Made in Italy 
companies. We offer you an overview of 
Italian businesses, including company 
profiles, products images and details, 
website, business proposals and contact 
information. Foreign companies or agent 
interested in Italian products or looking 
for partnership with Italian companies, 
can access the database with the profiles, 
searchable by sector or product, and find a 
business partner. 

Register here: ice.it/en/my-home/login

www.ice.it

Italian Trade Agency @ITAtradeagency

ITA - Italian Trade Agency @itatradeagency

L’ICE-Agenzia per la promozione 
all’estero e l’internazionalizzazi-
one delle imprese italiane è 
l’organismo attraverso cui il 
Governo favorisce il consolida-
mento e lo sviluppo economi-
co-commerciale delle nostre 
imprese sui mercati esteri. 
Agisce, inoltre, quale soggetto 
incaricato di promuovere l’attrazi-
one degli investimenti esteri in 
Italia. Con una organizzazione 
dinamica motivata e moderna e 
una diffusa rete di uffici all’est-
ero, l’ICE svolge attività di infor-
mazione, assistenza, consulenza, 
promozione e formazione alle 
piccole e medie imprese italiane. 
Grazie all’utilizzo dei più moderni 
strumenti di promozione e di 
comunicazione multicanale, 
agisce per affermare le eccellen-
ze del Made in Italy nel mondo.

ITA - Italian Trade Agency is the 
Governmental agency that 
supports the business develop-
ment of our companies abroad 
and promotes the attraction of 
foreign investment in Italy.

With a motivated and modern 
organization and a widespread 
network of overseas offices, ITA 
provides information, assistance, 
consulting, promotion and 
training to Italian small and 
medium-sized businesses. Using 
the most modern multi-channel 
promotion and communication 
tools, it acts to assert the excel-
lence of Made in Italy in the 
world.
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CASEITALY
CASEITALY is a new and innovative format to promote the Italian companies 
of the building envelope and technical components. It has been developed by 
four benchmark Associations (ACMI, ANFIT, ASSITES, PILE), with the support 
and direction of FINCO Federation (Federazione Industrie e Costruzioni) and the 
decisive support of MAECI (Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International 
Cooperation), through ITA (Italian Trade Agency).

CASEITALY symbolises the best of Italian production, values and qualities. It 
represents the sectors of windows, doors, gates, shutters, roofings, tinsmithery, 
technical curtains, flyscreens, sunscreen protection systems and components, 
safety harnesses and belts, façades and other sectors linked to construction.

With CASEITALY, the focus of the foreign operators attending BIG5 Dubai will 
be on the value of the “Made in Italy” of the building envelope, of thousands of 
companies and their operators that represent an excellence recognised (if not 
yet fully known) by the rest of the world.
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ACMI – ASSOCOSTRUTTORI CHIUSURE E 
MECCANISMI ITALIA

ACMI – ASSOCOSTRUTTORI CHIUSURE E MECCANISMI ITALIA
Ing. Nicola Fornarelli 
President

Via Brenta, 13
00198 Roma
Italy
Tel: +39 06 8555203
acmi@assoacmi.it
www.assoacmi.it

ACMI is the Italian Association that gathers the manufacturers of technical 
doors, windows and shutters for every type of civil and industrial application, in 
any type of construction and regardless of the material used for their making, 
as well as components and accessories to complement and integrate them.

The Association offers support in the issues of specific interest to the 
represented the market sector, keeping relations with public and governmental 
organizations, testing and research laboratories, standardization and 
certification bodies, Italian and foreign, in charge of the areas of interest of its 
members.

ACMI prepares and offers business consulting services helping its associates to 
achieve the qualifications needed for the production and marketing of products 
of their interest.

assoacmi

ACMI Assocostruttori Chiusure e Meccanismi Italia

assoacmi.it
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ANFIT - ASSOCIAZIONE NAZIONALE PER 
LA TUTELA DELLA FINESTRA MADE IN 
ITALY
ANFIT’s main purpose is to promote quality windows conceived, designed and 
crafted entirely in Italy by Italian companies, inspecting and ensuring that strict 
quality, safety, environmental protection and energy savings criteria are met for 
consumer satisfaction.

ANFIT’s goal is to protect the Italian quality market and production chain in 
compliance with the regulations. ANFIT’s commitment is to the technical and 
qualitative improvement and upgrade of manufacturing, regardless of the 
material used. ANFIT carries out promotional activities at public administrations, 
professional studies and media in general. Its main purpose is to protect the 
Italian quality market and production chain abroad as well.

With a clear procedure, ANFIT determines the origin and quality of the product, 
thus enabling the end user to decide, independently and for their sole interest, 
on the purchase of windows made in Italy.
This value must also be conveyed as best as possible to international markets, 
in order to support and increase the added value of such products.
ANFIT informs its Members of technical and regulatory updates, and takes part 
in the Italian and European decision-making processes that determine the rules 
of the market to protect Italian window manufacturers.

ANFIT - ASSOCIAZIONE NAZIONALE PER LA TUTELA 
DELLA FINESTRA MADE IN ITALY

Viale Cavour, 116
44121 Ferrara
Italy
Tel: +39 0532 473492
info@anfit.it
www.anfit.it
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ASSITES – ASSOCIAZIONE ITALIANA 
TENDE, SCHERMATURE SOLARI E 
CHIUSURE TECNICHE OSCURANTI
ASSITES’ role is to represent the knowledge of blinds in their entirety – including 
solar shading, shutters, outdoor blinds, indoor blinds, and insect screens – 
in the national market and consumer perception. It actively works to spread 
knowledge of industry issues and to monitor market requirements, helping 
companies to meet them. 

Qualified companies of any size – that manufacture and supply products and/
or raw materials in the sector of solar shading, shutters, indoor and outdoor 
blinds, and insect screens – can become members of the Association. 
Additionally, professionals (technicians, consultants and scholars), sales 
agents or representatives and associations or industry bodies can also be part 
of the Association, as associate members and supporters. 
ASSITES offers day-to-day assistance on industry entrepreneurship, 
and constant updates through news, information capsules and internal 
communications, monitoring trends and market developments at the national 
and international level and offering support to companies that wish to undertake 
a process of internationalization.

Assites15

ASSITES – ASSOCIAZIONE ITALIANA TENDE, SCHERMATURE SOLARI 
E CHIUSURE TECNICHE OSCURANTI
Mr. Fabio Gasparini 
President

Via Brenta, 13
00198 Roma
Italy
Tel: +39 06 8555203
assites@assites.it
www.assites.it
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FINCO - FEDERAZIONE INDUSTRIE 
PRODOTTI IMPIANTI SERVIZI ED OPERE 
SPECIALISTICHE PER LE COSTRUZIONI
FINCO is an Italian general Federation of Industries for products, systems and 
services for construction and maintenance. 

It puts together 40 Associations representing, among the others, historical 
and monumental restoration, renewable energies (biomass, geothermy and 
hydroelectricity), doors, overhead doors, shutters, roofings, tecnical curtains, 
mosquito nets, external and sunscreen protection systems and components, 
thermo-chimneys, equipements (thermical, electrical and telephonic), safety 
harnesses and belts, metal carpentry, fireplaces and stoves for interiors, safety 
fire systems, fastening tools, sound barriers, scaffoldings, geognosy surveys, 
accident prevention signs, façades with integrated sunshade systems, metal 
sheet building pieces, solar shields, zenithal systems, curtain wall, aluminium 
and pvc windows, doors and gates, rolling shutter, loading systems, roofing 
systems, pluvial and gutters, condominium administration companies, 
remediation and asbestos removal services, parkland and landscaping 
companies (realization and maintenance), plant system suppliers, electrical 
equipment and other services sectors linked to construction.

FINCO - FEDERAZIONE INDUSTRIE PRODOTTI IMPIANTI SERVIZI ED 
OPERE SPECIALISTICHE PER LE COSTRUZIONI
Dr. Angelo Artale 
General Manager

Via Brenta, 13
00198 Roma
Italy
Tel: +39 06 8555203
segreteria@fincoweb.org
www.fincoweb.org
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ASSOCIAZIONE P.I.L.E. - PRODUTTORI, 
INSTALLATORI, LATTONERIA EDILE
Established in 1993, P.I.L.E. is  the only Association in Italy that  gather 
the main Manufacturers  and Installers of tinsmithery and  metal roofing, 
with the aim of spreading knowledge of the state of the art in the sector. 
The  Association is also the reference  point for prescribers,  companies, 
operators and  applicators.The Association collaborates  with UNI, a 
national legislator,  and its part of the council for the  drafting of the 
standards concerning the tinsmithery, roofing, rainwater disposal systems.

ASSOCIAZIONE P.I.L.E. - PRODUTTORI, INSTALLATORI, 
LATTONERIA EDILE
Mr. Montagnoli Mattia

Via S. Pertini, 10
21010 Arsago Seprio
Italy
Tel: +39 0331‐768951
segreteria@associazionepile.org
www.associazionepile.org
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AB Tecno is an Italian company operating in the industrial and residential 
automation field since 2009, focusing on the design and production of a wide range 
of universal accessories for gates, industrial and residential motorized doors, under 
the registered trademark ABEXO.

Our aim is to offer our customers one of the most complete, specialized, and 
innovative accessories catalogue, through an unwavering commitment in conceiving 
and manufacturing reliable and high-quality products. 
Abexo’s core lines are multi-tension led flashing lights, such as ALF6 – elegant wall-
mounted light with 6 high luminous efficacy LEDs, and universal multi-frequency 
transmitters, such as EGO, in its eco-friendly shell with 100% recycled plastic

AB TECNO SRL
Stand No. Ar E231

ABEXO
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Andrea Pratesi
Via Cicogna, 95
40068, San Lazzaro di Savena (BO)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 051 6259580
export@abtecno.com
www.abexo.tech



ACERPLASTICA SRL
Stand No. Ar D231

Acerplastica has manufactured plastic profiles for the building and electric industry 
since 1965.
All products are 100% “Made in Italy” from Italian certified Reach and Rohs compliant 
raw materials.

Our main products are:
• pvc folding doors and accessories (in various colours and models) plain and 

digital printed colours
• pvc covering panels for wall and ceiling (customized digital printed)
• pvc trunking system and accessories
• pvc roller shutters

Acerplastica

Acerplastica srl

Paola Finiello
Z.I. Asi - Via delle Industrie, 57 
80011, Acerra (NA)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 081 885 75 82 / +39 351 112 54 15
export@acerplastica.it
www.acerplastica.it
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ANTIPANIC S.P.A.
Stand No. Ar A399

Antipanic is a company leader in the production of panic exit devices for emergency 
exit. 

Exporting in more than 40 countries around the world, Antipanic is also the most 
certified company. 
All our products are certified CE, Certified and UL305.

Paolo Cavestri
Via Paolo Fabbri, 1/A
40013, Castel Maggiore (BO)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 051808045 
pcavestri@antipanic.it
www.antipanic.it
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BOLIS CARLO SRL
Stand No. Ar F234

BOLIS CARLO SRL

boliscarlosrl

Bolis Carlo has been producing accessories for roller shutters since 1953. During 
the years the company has evolved specializing in tube profiling, reinforcement 
profiles and everything related to the accessory for roller shutter moving.

Company in continuous growth, with a sales network increasingly present on Italian 
and foreign markets.
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Cristina Bolis
Via Carlo Cattaneo, 217
24033, Calusco d’Adda (BG)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 035781174
bolis.carlo@boliscarlo.it
www.boliscarlo.it



CASAL was born in Veneto, in the province of Venice, Italy in 1979 and operates 
in the craft industry specializing in the sector of Aluminium fittings for doors and 
windows.

CASAL produces and exports all over the world:
• aluminum accessories for doors and windows: hinges, handles, sliding windows 

kits, finger catches, latch bolts, etc.;
• accessories for the mostly used building systems in Europe and in the world

CASAL studies, designs, makes its own products and realizes its own prototypes 
guaranteeing high quality, performances and discretion.
CASAL has always been keen on improving the quality of its services and of its 
products in order to satisfy every customer’s requests. 
As proof of it, it has obtained the ISO 9001-2008 and ISO 18000 since 1997, a quality 
certification by S.G.S, (International Certification Services) which guarantees good 
organization and good quality. 
Our commitment aims at the full control of the entire line of production to guarantee 
the authentic MADE IN ITALY: from product design to its realization.

CASAL SRL
Stand No. Ar A239
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Stefania Nardo | Paolo Licari
Zona Industriale II strada, 20/22
30030, Fossò (VE)
ITALY

Tel.: +39  041 4165855
direzione@casal.it
www.casal.it

Produzione di accessori in alluminio 
per porte e finestre

Production of aluminium accessories 
for doors and windows

CASAL SRL  |  II° Strada, 20/22 - Z.I.  |  30030 FoSSò (VenICe) - Italy  
Tel. +39 041 4165855 - 4165865  |  Fax +39 041 4165511

casal@casal.it   
www.casal.it

  Prodotti ad alta pr
estazione 

   High performance products 

 Pensati per il futuro 

  Designed for the future 

    Progettati con cur
a  

      Designed with ca
re



comitstyle

COMIT SRL
Stand No. Ar E238

COMIT produces a wide range of handles and accessories for doors, in several 
materials and finishing. 

Within our catalogs you will find contemporary handles, classic models, pull handles, 
door-knobs, door-knockers and also a selection of hinges, locks and cylinders to 
complete the hardware package for your door.
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Luca Zanetti
Via San Filippo Neri, 71
25065, Lumezzane (BS)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 0308971794
l.zanetti@comitstyle.it
www.comitstyle.it



Established in 2019 after more than 40 years experience maturated in the production 
and distribution of hardware for doors. 

The aim of the company is to provide the best Italian material to the international 
Market.

DLA HANDLES SRL
Stand No. Ar B231
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Antonio De Lorenzis
Traversa Terza, Via Mocenigo, 1/B
25078, Vestone (BS)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 0365 821054
info@dlahandles.it
www.dlahandles.it
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HANDLES

Classical Handles Made in Italy

Features:
. Brass door handle on Arte plate
. Lever handle length 140 mm
. Square spindle 8x100 mm
. Plate 335x61 mm
. With spring
. Colour: Patinè matt

Options:
. Gold plated colour
. French gold colour

Product profile:
Residential buildings.

Features:
. Brass door handle on Decor rose
. Lever handle length 140 mm
. Square spindle 8x100 mm
. With spring
. Colour: Patinè matt

Options:
. Gold plated colour
. French gold colour

DH14.72.09.57

NAPOLI
DH14.37.SB.57

Classical Handles
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HANDLES

Product profile:
For residential, commercial and public buildings.

Features:
. According to EN 12209- Grade3
. Centres: 72 PZ
. Backset: 55 mm
. For wooden or steel doors
. Suitable for external fire and smoke doors
. SSS-304-Forend and striking plates
  available square or radiused
. Width: 24 mm
. Forend thickness: 3 mm strike plate 1,5 mm
. SS: 8 mm follower
. Reversible nickel plated steel latch left/right
. Double throw nicklel plated dead bolt
. Pierced to accept bolt through fixing rosette 38 mm

Supplied as standard:
. Strike plate, fixing screws for lock and strike plate and
  white box for strike plate

Finish:
. Satin Stainless Steel

Options:
. Polished brass front/strike plated MOQ 500 pcs
. Backset : 60-65 mm MOQ 1000 pcs

LK72Q0338

Quality and performance: Succesfully tested to
all the requirements of EN 1634-1:2014

3 X 9 1 0 G 3 B C 2 0

Fire safety: Included in a successful fire test to EN 1634
Part. 1 Assessed for use on 30, 60 , 90 and 120 minutes
timber fire doors and 240 minutes on steel fire doors.

CE marked to EN 12209:2003/AC:2005

Euro Profile Sashlock CaseMade in Italy



Essequattro spa

ESSEQUATTRO SPA
Stand No. Ar E235

Relying on 40 years of activity in the custom made furniture business, Essequattro 
Spa manufactures turnkey shops, boutiques, great spaces, flagship stores, hotels, 
resorts, private residences, bookshops, offices.
Based in north east of Italy, 50 km far from Venice and 25 km from Vicenza, the 
company is spread over more than 10,000 square meters of production area: both 
automated processes and the expert hands of the employees interacting with each 
other in complete synergy.

Thanks to an international network, the company offers innovative turnkey solutions 
around the world , and it is capable of assisting the Client from design to production 
and installation of whatever is necessary so as to achieve and ensure the success 
of its projects.
The in-house technical department made up of architects, engineers and designers 
develops all necessary shop drawings, with absolute quality and the utmost 
attention to all specific Customer requirements and needs.

essequattro_spa

Maria Teresa Brotto
Via del lavoro, 8 
36040, Grisignano di Zocco (VI)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 044441 8888
essequattro@essequattro.it
www.essequattro.it
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FADEX SRL
Stand No. Ar D230

Fadex is a dynamic Company highly specialized in door-handles and various 
hardware accessories supplies, entirely “Made in Italy’’. 
All products are carried out with the most modern production technologies, with 
special care and attention to the use of components totally environment friendly.

Innovation and craftsmanship come together, offering products that last over time: 
“Class” range reflects the most ancient and artisanal tradition, while “Forme” series 
offers models with an extremely modern and innovative design. Models that satisfy 
every taste, enriching the furnishing of homes and commercial buildings.

Fadex srlfadex.srl

Roberto Danesi
VIA Moretto, 27
25122, Brescia (BS)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 030 8970970
info@fadex.it
www.fadex.it
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Frosio Bortolo with more than 60 years of experience is highly specialized in 
production of door-handles and various hardware accessories, entirely “Made in 
Italy”.

All products are carried out with the most modern production technologies,
with special care and attention to the use of components totally
environment friendly (Ecotech).

Innovation and craftsmanship come together, offering products that last over time: 
“Class” range reflects the most ancient and artisanal tradition, while “forme” series 
offers models with an extremely modern and innovative design. 
Models that satisfy every taste, enriching the furnishing of homes and commercial 
buildings.

FROSIO BORTOLO SRL
Stand No. Ar D234

Omar Frosio
Via Nuova, 22/A
25070, Preseglie (BS)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 0365826300
info@frosiobortolo.it
www.frosiobortolo.it Frosio Bortolo

forme_handles Forme Handles
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GLG PORTE INDUSTRIALI GROUP S.R.L.
Stand No. Ar A398

GLG was founded in 1983 as a company specialized in the production of industrial 
flexible doors and parts for maintaining and manufacturing industrial doors. 
GLG developed experience on two different market fronts by cooperating with the 
leading resellers and supporting the main sector producers. 
Design, research and Italian development supported by German motors make GLG 
doors an international excellence.

We are proud to present GLG SpiralGO and GLG VERTIGO GIANT. GLG SpiralGO is the 
high-speed spiral insulated door with fast, energy saving, sealing, high efficiency, 
wind resistance and environmental protection, performs high reliability and 
practicality. Its operating speed is over 6 times that of industrial sectional doors. 
GLG VERTIGO GIANT is the vertical lifting double layer fabric door.

The logic Interface allows a safe operation with a high efficiency central motor 
group equipped with an absolute encoder positioning system.

GLG Porte Industrialiglgdoors

Fabio Murari
Viale Italia, 15
28010, Caltignaga (NO)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 0321 437913
info@glgdoors.com
www.glgdoors.com
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Gruppo Norton is an Italian company located in the industrial area of Altofonte, 
Palermo, Italy.
It was founded in 2007, from the idea of a group of Italian and Spanish entrepreneurs, 
who decide to combine their experiences and skills, got in over 30 years of activity, 
in access automation world.

Gruppo Norton is the ideal choice for those who want to automate shutters or 
gates, with a wide range of motors and accessories that allow you to easily find the 
simplest and most advantageous solution for your needs.
Our policy is based on the MADE IN ITALY quality, for this reason our automatisms
(central motors for rolling shutters, gear motors for sliding gates and hydraulic 
actuators for swing gates) and electronic devices are conceived, designed, produced
and assembled in Italy, allowing us to increase the quality standards of our products.
These products, completely Made in Italy, are realized using highly technological
machineries.
Furthermore, the company is present on all national and international markets, 
especially the Middle East, North Africa, the Eastern Europe and all the countries of
South America.

GRUPPO NORTON S.R.L.grupponorton

Francesca Brunelli
Contrada Salvina, snc, Area pip
90030, Altofonte (PA)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 091 8816371
info@grupponorton.it / francescabrunelli@grupponorton.it 
www.grupponorton.it

GRUPPO NORTON SRL
Stand No. Ar A401

Gruppo Norton SRL
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IM.VA S.R.L.
Stand No. Ar B238

IM.VA SrlIM VA

In order to produce standard-sized industrial doors and large or very large folding 
and sliding doors, it is necessary to continuously invest in research and development 
and develop appropriate technical and structural calculations to meet every need.

The experience of more than 40 years of activity pushes us in search of solutions 
capable of further expanding the construction possibilities to meet new market 
needs. We have recently studied a new production line capable of manufacturing 
self-supporting insulated panels of 12.5 meters in height by 120 mm thick in a 
single solution. 

This production technique opens up new perspectives which, we are sure, will be 
appreciated by professionals, designers and constructors.

Matteo Tinti
Via Buozzi, 4/A
41030, San Prospero (MO)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 059 908313
info@imva.it
www.imva.it
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LAMITEX S.P.A.
Stand No. Ar A390

Lamitex creates avant-garde decorative laminates with exceptional aesthetic, 
technological and ecological properties. Thanks to their unique features, Lamitex 
surfaces are suitable for any project requirement in the field of interior design, 
furnishing and architecture. 

Its exclusive technology CLPL® (Continuous Low Pressure Laminate) is the result of 
years of development aimed at obtaining the combination of perfect adherence and 
shapes with a natural covering effect, always respectful of environmental issues; 
Lamitex surfaces do not contain any added formaldehyde, phenols or PVC and are 
the ideal solution for those who are searching a natural look while preserving earth 
and nature.

Lamitex S.p.A.lamitex.spa

fondo di qualsiasi colore o immagine

Thomas Tissino
Via Zona Industriale Nord, 54 
33097, Spilimbergo (PN)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 0427 419313
sales@lamitex.it
www.lamitex.it
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Roberto Postacchini
Via Alfonso Morini, 8B – Zona Ind.Girola
63900, Fermo (FM)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 0734 605103
export@lnrprogetti.it
www.lnrprogetti.it

LNR SRL
Stand No. Ar A235

LNR is an Italian manufacturing company that designs and produces systems 
for shutters, garage doors and roller shutters for the residential, commercial and 
industrial fields. 
With its unique history and experience, it makes the research and the development 
the leading force behind its business. One of their force points is flexibility, that is 
also allowing them to anticipate the market by providing special solutions designed 
to innovate.

On the occasion of the BIG 5, in addition to the complete series of safety brakes for 
roller shutters, LNR will launch the new central motor for rolling shutters DANTE 
140. A patented and revolutionary system, created with the aim of changing the 
roller shutter market both on the new and on the old. A unique system capable of 
combining simplicity, safety, practicality and performance.
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LUXSTONE
Stand No. Ar D235

Passion, training, technology. For years, LuxStone® deals with the processing and
transformation of precious natural marbles, between design and art, professionalism
and creativity, drawing from the brightest material what will be able to thrill at the 
first glance. LuxStone® performs a scrupulous selection of raw materials and, by 
putting into practice a deep knowledge of the techniques of marble processing, is
able to realize customized projects enhancing their natural beauty. A luxury forged
in marble, lived by you.

Luxstoneluxstone_

Di e Di FORUM S.r.l.
Zona Industriale, snc
83040, Flumeri (AV)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 0825 474088
info@diediforum.it
www.luxstone.it
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LUXURY WINDOWS ITALIA
Stand No. Ar C231

Luxury Windows Italia is an Italian Architectural Consultant & Trading Agency with 
affiliations to a leading group of Companies, Architects, Engineers and Planners.

We have developed a custom-made service that integrates craftsmanship with the 
newest technologies in order to provide the finest tools for the realization of your 
projects in every detail: fixtures, doors, gates, furnishings, stairs, curtains, garages, 
flooring, lighting systems and much more.

We provide Made in Italy products all over the world, offering our clients a turnkey 
solution Independently of the size of the project : our partners can create custom-
made products with the highest levels of professionalism.

Over the years we have specialized in minimalist all-glass products: cutting-
edge solutions in terms of design and technology, ultra-thin profiles that almost 
completely hide the frame even on large windows, thus creating an all-glass effect 
creating brighter environments and more spacious and pleasant spaces.

Luxury Windows Italia

luxury_windows_italia

Giuseppe Pancione
Via Flavio Domiziano, 40/42
00145, Roma (RM)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 06 5411815 / +39 328 6186686
sales@luxurywindowsitalia.com
www. luxurywindowsitalia.com
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MANDELLI 1953
Stand No. Ar C234

MANDELLI1953 Mandelli1953

mandelli1953

Daniel Carlucci
via Canturina Vecchia, 13
22070, Senna Comasco (CO)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 036296991
daniel@mandelli.it
www.  mandelli.it

Mandelli 1953 has been designing and manufacturing brass handles since 1953.
Aiming for  excellent quality, creativity and continuous research for a highly reliable 
product of high aesthetic value, entirely processed in Italy.

What the MANDELLI1953’s brand exports to foreign countries is not only a product 
of excellence, but an entire culture of the artfully crafted object, of Italian know-how 
derived from ancient traditions of high craftsmanship that over the years has been 
able to use the best technologies.

Mandelli1953
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MASTER ITALY SRL
Stand No. Ar C235

Since 1986, Master Group has been designing accessories and components for 
doors and windows in aluminum, with a process made of research, investments, 
study of the aluminum’s world, and through a deep attention to the quality of the 
materials, the research of technologies able to allow production of goods made for 
high performances, and to find new market’s needs, and to customers’ satisfaction 
and constant care. 

Present in more than 58 countries worldwide, Master is nowadays a global brand, 
focused on: development of new international markets, attention to safety and 
quality of products, continuous improvement, and waste reduction according to 
lean manufacturing’s principles, implementation of the new model for industrial 
automation INDUSTRY 4.0, with particular attention to maintaining human capital 
central in all strategic and productive operations.

Stefano Loperfido
SP37 Conversano-Castiglione, KM 0,570
70014, Conversano (BA)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 080 4959823
info@masteritaly.com
www.masteritaly.com

Master Italy
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MISA AUTOMAZIONE SRL
Stand No. Ar C230

MISA Automazione has been operating under the brand COIL, for industrial and 
commercial buildings, as manufacturer of a wide range of industrial doors (Flexible 
Roll-Up Doors, Fold-Up Doors, Double action and sliding Doors). 

COIL reached a lead position in designing and manufacturing customized doors, 
certified in their operation and reliable over time. A proven expertise and competence 
gained in 60 years of activity, with the production and sale of over 130,000 industrial 
doors.

We encourage you to visit us at ICE Italian Trade Agency pavilion, to know our range 
of products and look at some of the thousands of applications in industrial and 
commercial environments. Visit our website www.coil.it.

Cristina Miraglia
Via Risorgimento, 54 
20017, Rho (MI)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 023565157
marketing@coil.it
www.coil.it

COIL | MISA AUTOMAZIONE | Porte e coperture industriali 
| Industrial doors and PVC warehouses

COIL Porte industriali - 
Industrial Doors COIL Porte Automatiche
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NASTER SRL
Stand No. Ar C238

NasterSrl

Andrea Lazzari
Via Tonino da Lumezzane, snc 
24057, Martinengo (BG)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 035 844009
info@naster.it
www.naster.it

#WeProtectYourSolutions
We believe in the value of the family, social inclusiveness, and strong ties with the 
local community. 
We deeply believe in the values of trust and respect for our work, for people and the 
environment. To improve the sustainability of our operations, we have invested in the 
installation of a 150 kW PV system and LED lights in all our offices and production 
facilities, sparing no effort to ensure compliance with emission and noise limits in 
our activities.
Our production takes place entirely in Italy, strongly rooted in the Bergamo area and 
the values of tradition, but always looking to the challenges ahead and the evolving 
requirements of the international markets.
We develop solutions to protect your products and make high quality protective 
films and adhesive tapes that are sturdy and durable. But we are much, much more 
than this: flexibility, competitiveness and prompt response, teamwork to meet 
sustainability, efficiency and quality goals and hence be able to fulfill all customer 
requirements.
It is thanks to what we believe in that we have secured a solid and stable market 
share. Family, the team and team spirit, attention to details are the values that have 
guided us so far and we will draw inspiration from in future.
This is Naster and this is us.

Naster

naster_srl
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O.C.M. Recanzone SRL
Stand No. Ar A391

OCM proposes a wide range of products. We’re specialized in high-speed vertical 
PVC doors, swing flex doors, partition walls, strip curtains and dock shelters 
equipment. 

The fold-up door is a high-speed door that opens and closes using a vertical pack-
away  operation. 
This type is ideal for large size openings and it’s designed for prolonged everyday 
use both internally and externally with minimum maintenance. It reduces noise and 
eliminates dust from nearby working areas. 

The high-speed roll-up door is suitable for both small and medium size openings, 
where heavy traffic is present. For a maximum safety, roll-up doors have a built-in 
safety edge. 

The rapid zip self-repairing door: after a collision the flexible curtain exits from the 
runners and it’s automatically restored during next operation. 

A flexible swing door is suitable for pedestrian and vehicle traffic, it provides 
excellent protection against noise and heat loss. 

OCMFLEX High Speed Doors

OCMFLEX Industrial Doors - 
High Speed Doors

ocmflex

INDUSTRIAL DOORS - HIGH SPEED DOORSDorota Wypych
Via Vercellone, 17 
13900, Biella (BI)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 015 8408301
dorota@ocmflex.com
www.ocmflex.com
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Officine D’Amico designs and creates fencing systems to delimit and safe 
construction sites, factories, residential construction and sport facilities, ensuring 
an efficient services and durable product.

officinedamico

Officine D’Amico

officinedamico

Antonio Scialpi
Contrada Pico, 30
72014, Cisternino (BR)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 0804447463
export@officinedamico.com
www.officinedamico.com

OFFICINE D’AMICO SRL
Stand No. Ar F238
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PALAGIO ENGINEERING SRL
Stand No. Ar B234

Palagio Engineering is an Italian manufacturer of high quality terracotta wall 
cladding and sunscreen system, our factory is located in the Chianti area near 
Florence, famous for its terracotta manufactures: this area is rich of unique and 
prestigious clay which allows to obtain a durable and frost-resistant material with 
excellent chromatic characteristics.

Palagio Engineering

palagio_engineering

Giovanni Avezzano
Via Provinciale Chiantigiana, 36
50022, Greve in Chianti (FI)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 055 01578
giovanni.avezzano@palagioengineering.com
www.palagioengineering.com
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PASINI METALS PRODUCTIONS DI ICARO 
E PIERGIACOMO SAS

Stand No. Ar D238

PASINI METALS PRODUCTIONS is an Italian company established in 1967 
manufacturers of handles, pull handles and accessories.

Our models are PROJECTED and REALIZED completely in Italy.

Specialized also in custom made design products.

Alessandra Mascadri
Via Dei Montini, 1
25070, Sabbio Chiese (BS)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 036585142
alessandra@pasini.it 
www.pasini.it

Pasini Italian Luxury Handles

pasinihandles

pasinihandles
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POLYPIÙ SRL
Stand No. Ar B235

PolyPIÙ was founded in 2006, and it has its roots solidly planted in a family business 
that has been actively working on the innovation of the construction sector for over 
forty years, while searching for solutions for more excellent, performing, and reliable 
building techniques. 

Polypiù is specialized in the production of polycarbonate multiwall and compact 
sheets and systems for industrial,commercial and residential construction.

Polypiu srl

Polypiusrl

Valentina Sarti
Via Alberto da Giussano, 15
20011, Corbetta (MI)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 02 97483799
polypiuinfo@polypiu.it
www.polypiu.it

Polypiu
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In over 40 years of activity Potent has developed different lines of products and 
accessories dedicated to wooden doors, armored doors, and garage doors, rolling 
shutters and gates, safes, up to offer a waste range of locks, cylinders, padlocks 
and closing devices. Design phases use a system of tridimensional CAD that allows 
the realisation of products and more sophisticated components and more precise 
controls from the earliest stages of implementation.

POTENT SAS
Stand No. Ar A231

Potent s.a.s. di Vettorazzi 
Gian Luca & C.

potentserrature

Marco Muraro
Via Regio Parco 87/Bis/D
10036, Settimo Torinese (TO)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 011 8954000
info@potent.it
www.potent.it

POTENT
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PREFER SRL
Stand No. Ar F230

Since 1941 PREFER has specialized in the development and production of locks, 
cylinders and mechanical closing systems for the field of building and furnishing. 
Especially for: rolling shutters, window shutters, overhead garage doors, sectional 
doors, automatisms and automations , wooden and metallic furnitures,  gas valves, 
vending machines, and other special applications.

Our main strengths: quality 100% ‘Made-in-Italy’ at competitive prices, 
customizations to guarantee compatibility with local norms and standards on 
foreign markets, continuous investments to develop new products and new patents.

Anna Maria Ronzulli
Via F.lli Cervi, 63
20023, Cerro Maggiore (MI)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 0331535900
a.ronzulli@prefer.eu
www.prefer.eu
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RESSTENDE SRL
Stand No. Ar B239

CUSTOM QUALITY AT THE SERVICE OF DESIGN
Resstende is a leading Italian company in the roller blind trade, esteemed by eminent 
international designers and architects. 
The company was founded in 1975 and the experience gained in only a few years 
allowed us in 1980 to design and develop our first series of RESSTENDE black-out 
and shading blind systems. 

During the years, a combination of research, quality and technology has contributed 
to the steady growth of the company, which now offers a range of over 1000 products 
which are sold in more than 30 countries worldwide. 

Tenacity, passion and efficiency have always accompanied our presence on the 
market: essential qualities for the success of our business.

Resstende Corp

Resstende Srl

Resstende

resstende

Riccardo Gasparini
Via Ghiringhella, 74
20864, Agrate Brianza (MB)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 039 6846145
export@resstende.com
www.resstende.com
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SACE COMPONENTS SRL
Stand No. Ar D239

SACE Components is a leading company in Italy specialized in trade and production 
of semi-finished cork products for green building, fashion, boats, furniture and 
industrial semi-finished products. 40 years of history, all dedicated to knowledge 
and development of a unique natural material: cork, a plant tissue that covers the 
stem of the oak.
Cork is:
• 100% natural
• Recyclable
• Resistant
• Thermal acoustic insulator
• Fire resistant
• Flexible 

The right choice to obtain high insulation performance.
The mission of SACE INSULATION is to spread the culture of environmental 
sustainability, providing our customers products of green building with superior 
performance. Low environmental impact, energy efficiency, lasting quality and reuse: 
an extensive range of advantages given to us by nature and ecological materials, 
which motivates the choice of architects, designers and interior designers the world 
over. SACE Components combines nature and technology to deliver a wide range of 
highest quality products to you.

Sace Components

SACE Components

Sandro Serena | Giorgio Mischiatti
Via dell’industria, 47 - Zona Ind.le San Marco Paludi
63900, Fermo (FM)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 0734 640 631
info@sacecomponents.com
www.sacecomponents.com

sacecomponents
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SERRAMENTI F.LLI TEOFILO S.R.L.
Stand No. Ar B230

TEOFILO is a leading company in producing aluminum windows, doors, curtain 
walls, office partitions, sun breakers etc.
Present in more than 30 countries worldwide, TEOFILO is nowadays a global brand 
focused on attention to safety and quality of products and continuous improvement 
able to customize every individual project. 
A 100% Italian design to meet the needs of all who want quality made with precision, 
efficiency and speed.

Our range: casement doors and windows, thermal break, sliding doors and windows, 
alu – wood systems, bulletproof windows and doors, railings, balconies and 
banisters, curtain walls, sun – blades and sun breakers, shutters, office partitions 
and much more.

All our systems are tested and certified in accordance with the current European 
standards.

Tommaso Teofilo
Via Leonardo Da Vinci, 35
70044, Polignano a Mare (BA)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 0804251095 / +39 0809177910
serramenti@teofilosrl.it
www.teofilosrl.it
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SERRAMENTI PISETTA
Stand No. Ar E239

Serramenti Pisetta is an Italian window and door company run by Pisetta family.

The company was founded more than seventy years ago and since then has 
continued to pass on techniques and know-how in window processing. Over the 
last few years, the company has increasingly focused on a niche market involving 
high-end private homes.

The company’s flagship product is IDEA LUX, a modern and performance window 
that perfectly reflects contemporary and future lifestyles and design. What makes 
the window unique is the coupling system that allows the interior part to be covered 
with refined materials such as precious wood finishes, leather, rare metals and 
exclusive wallpaper.

The goal of Serramenti Pisetta is to make the window a design complement in the 
living space. A complement that can interpret the personality of the person who 
chooses it.
We give value to the environment by offering a design jewel.

Serramenti Pisetta

Katia Ravanelli
Via Roma, 41
38041, Albiano (TN)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 0461689571
export@serramentipisetta.it
www.serramentipisetta.it

serramentipisetta
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SICC SRL - INDUSTRIAL DOORS
Stand No. Ar E230

SICC s.r.l. started in 1983 with the production and installation of industrial doors. 
The company has always paid a lot of attention to the needs of the market and 
especially to customer requests. 

The strong commitment and the trusted relations with the buyers, allow SICC to 
start with its own full production. 
Today SICC is one of the leading companies in the Italian market for industrial 
closure.

SiccSrlChiusureIndustriali

Giulia Mezzalira
Via G. Galilei, 34
35015, Galliera Veneta (PD)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 0495965097
sales@sicc-srl.com
www.sicc-srl.com

 INDUSTRIAL DOORS
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STV Serrature Srl

STV SERRATURE was founded in 1969 and is today worldwide known as a leader in 
its field. Commitment, professionalism and passion is the key to the quality of STV 
SERRATURE products and the main characteristic of the Tagliapietra family and their 
partners. Thanks to the constant investments in researching and developing high 
technological innovative solutions, we offer top quality Security Locks, Aluminium 
Locks, Cylinders and many other products to its customers. 

The great commitment of STV SERRATURE is appreciated and rewarded by their 
existing customers located in more than 80 countries from all over the world and 
by new ones who everyday learn the quality of our products. STV SERRATURE has 
been ISO 9001 certified since 2006. For over 15 years we have been using infinitely 
recyclable materials in its manufacturing processes. We are proud of our 100% 
Made in Italy products.

www.stvserrature.it

STV SERRATURE SRL - ITALIAN FACTORY 
LOCK

Stand No. Ar C239

STV SERRATURE SRL
Zona Industriale, 29
36078, Valdagno (VI)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 0445 431194
commerciale@tagliapietra.it
www.stvserrature.it

          LOCKS
www.stvserrature.it
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WoodAllGarden is an Italian company, producer, for over twenty years, of
pergolas, bioclimatic covers, outdoor furniture and architectural accessories for the 
home, exclusively in aluminum. A consolidated reality, the only one able to combine 
sartorial care with an efficient industrial structure, operating successfully for years 
on the top of the range market.

WoodAllGarden Designs and Manufactures, entirely in Italy from Italian
integrated supply chain: Bioclimatic Pergolas; Pergolas and Gazebos; Photovoltaic 
pergolas and carport; Gratings, Privacy screens, fixed and mobile; Architectural 
compliments for outdoors; Panoramic Windows; Planters and Garden Furniture.

All made entirely of aluminum, painted in an almost endless number of colors,
including all wood effects.

WOODALLGARDEN S.R.L.
Stand No. Ar E234

woodallgarden

Marco Zabini
Viale M. Chiatante, 74
73100, Z.I. Lecce (LE)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 0832/367979
export@woodallgarden.it
www.woodallgarden.it
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Ufficio Beni di Consumo - Settore Costruzioni
via Liszt, 21
Email: costruzioni@ice.it
00144 Roma
Tel. 06 5992 9216
urp@ice.it

Dubai office
Dubai Internet City - Sheikh Zayed Road
ARENCO Tower 5th Floor - Office #506 & 508
Tel. +971 4 434 5280 - Fax +971 4 422 0983
Email: dubai@ice.it

Italian Trade Agency ITADubai

ITA - Dubai Office itadubai


